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Introduction

Overleaf (https://www.overleaf.com) is an online service for the collaborative editing of latex
documents. It also offers possibilities to work offline and contribute the work back to the
server using git repositories. There are two different options using git with Overleaf (see:
https://de.overleaf.com/learn/how-to/Working_Offline_in_Overleaf).

Synchronization with GitHub

An Overleaf project can be linked to a GitHub project. If you are the owner of the Overleaf
project, you can set this link up under Menu-Sync-GitHub. After this you and your collaborators
can make changes either on Overleaf or via the GitHub project.

The synchronization of the two development streams in both directions has to be done by an
owner of the Overleaf project on the web page. This has to be done manually (Menu-Sync-GitHub)
and frequently enough to keep up with the activity in the project.

Direct access to Overleaf via git

Overleaf also offers a direct git interface to every project for contributers with editing rights. If
you have the link to the Overleaf editing page, e.g. (ILD-IDR)

https://www.overleaf.com/project/5b30eafb30cd6f754b3f3fc5

you can directly clone the project by replacing www with git, e.g.

git clone https://git.overleaf.com/5b30eafb30cd6f754b3f3fc5 ildidr

You can find the command also under Menu-Sync-git on the project page.

Now you can make changes to the local git version of the project and commit them
back to Overleaf with the usual commands.

Note that committing back to Overleaf is only possible on the master branch.

If you are an experienced git user you should be ready now to contribute to an Overleaf project
with git and you can skip the rest of the document.
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Git Topics

If you have some basic understanding of git and might even have used it before, you can find a
simple example workflow for using git with Overleaf.

In case you are entirely new to git, it would probably be best to read some basic introduction to
git beforehand. See the section New to git for some references.

Example workflow with git

Here a very simple workflow for using git with Overleaf is sketched out wit example commands.
These examples assume that you have a .gitconfig file similar to the one described below in
section Git config.

After having cloned the project to a local git repository, you can make some changes:

git clone https://git.overleaf.com/5b30eafb30cd6f754b3f3fc5 ildidr
cd ildidr
emacs myfile.tex & ## edit some tex file

Now, you can commit back the changes with the usual two steps for all changed files :

git add myfile.tex
git ci -m " changed myfile.tex"

or if you prefer, commit all changes at once:

git ci -a

Now, before pushing everything back to the repository (Overleaf), you need to first get potential
changes from other contributers done in the meantime:

git pull origin master

This will merge changes from the origin into your local repository. In most cases this will work
smoothly, however there are cases where conflicts occur. These need to be resolved - see below -
before finally pushing the changes back to overleaf:

git push origin master

The above two commands constitute the actual synchronization between the Overleaf server and
your local git repository. Use them frequently in order to avoid conflicts due to larger changes
that have happened over days.

Git will make sure, that you cannot accidentally push changes that are not yet merged with
changes pulled from the server. In this case you will see a message like this:

12:15:18-gaede~/ild-idr/overleaf_5b30eafb30cd6f754b3f3fc5 (master)$ git push origin master
To https://git.overleaf.com/5b30eafb30cd6f754b3f3fc5
! [rejected] master -> master (fetch first)

error: failed to push some refs to 'https://git.overleaf.com/5b30eafb30cd6f754b3f3fc5'
hint: Updates were rejected because the remote contains work that you do
hint: not have locally. This is usually caused by another repository pushing
hint: to the same ref. You may want to first integrate the remote changes
hint: (e.g., 'git pull ...') before pushing again.
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hint: See the 'Note about fast-forwards' in 'git push --help' for details.

reminding you to call the git pull ... before.

If there is considerable activity on the server from people editing the document directly, you might
see the above message rather often, as there are continuous changes committed to the git interface.
In this case it might be better to wait with the git push ... command until there is less activity.

This is a small drawback of using git in this way with Overleaf.

There are many different ways to work with git and many more commands not mentioned here.
To name a few very useful ones that show the current status, differences and history:

git status
git diff
git lola # defined in .gitconfig

Use git cmd --help and google to learn more on how to use these and other git commands.

In case you are familiar with branches in git, you might want to create a local working branch in
order to separate the update of the master and your current work for some time. This way you
have more control over when you would want to address potential conflicts.

resolving conflicts with git pull

In case a conflict occurs, e.g. when running a git pull ..., git typically gives you very good
hints, on how to resolve them. You might see a message similar to this one:

12:21:15-gaede~/ild-idr/overleaf_5b30eafb30cd6f754b3f3fc5/doc (master)$ git pull origin master
remote: Counting objects: 7, done
remote: Finding sources: 100% (4/4)
remote: Getting sizes: 100% (6/6)
remote: Compressing objects: 100% (1236/1236)
remote: Total 4 (delta 3), reused 0 (delta 0)
Unpacking objects: 100% (4/4), done.
From https://git.overleaf.com/5b30eafb30cd6f754b3f3fc5
* branch master -> FETCH_HEAD

0371aed..ef6114b master -> origin/master
First, rewinding head to replay your work on top of it...
Applying: minor typo in ILD-IDR-master.tex
Applying: test commit
Using index info to reconstruct a base tree...
M Modelling/ILD-master-Modelling.tex
Falling back to patching base and 3-way merge...
Auto-merging Modelling/ILD-master-Modelling.tex
CONFLICT (content): Merge conflict in Modelling/ILD-master-Modelling.tex
error: Failed to merge in the changes.
Patch failed at 0002 test commit
hint: Use 'git am --show-current-patch' to see the failed patch

Resolve all conflicts manually, mark them as resolved with
"git add/rm <conflicted_files>", then run "git rebase --continue".
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You can instead skip this commit: run "git rebase --skip".
To abort and get back to the state before "git rebase", run "git rebase --abort".

Following the hints in the last five lines, step-by-step:

git am --show-current-patch

shows you the file(s) and the actual differences causing the conflict. You need to edit the file(s)
and resolve the conflicts manually, and then commit the files back with:

git add file_with_conflict.tex

And then finally:

git rebase --continue

Now the conflict is resolved, your local repository is up-to-date with the remote, i.e. the git
pull ... was successful. So all to be done is to push your changes, i.e. the resolution of the
conflict back to the server, as usual with:

git push origin master

The other options sketched out by git above are left to the more experienced user.

git config

Example .gitconfig file that defines a few useful commands and shortcuts as well as a suggested
configuration (for iLCSoft). If you do not have a .gitconfig file yet, you can start from this one.

[user]
name = Frank Gaede
email = frank.gaede@desy.de

[alias]
what = whatchanged
stat = status
ci = commit
lola = log --graph --decorate --pretty=oneline --abbrev-commit --all
logf = "!echo \"Remember to add -S<string>\" ; git log --color -p --source --all"
logrl = log --pretty=format:\"%aN %ad %n - %s\" --date=short

[color]
ui = true
diff = auto
status = auto

[branch]
autosetuprebase = always

[push]
default = matching

New to git

Git is a very powerful tool for code versioning that can be a bit hard to understand in the
beginning. In particular because it is quite different from cvs or svn. There are a lot of good
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introduction texts out there, the canonical one probably:

https://git-scm.com/book/en/v1/Getting-Started

A much shorter tutorial for using git in the context of iLCSoft can be found here:

https://github.com/andresailer/tutorial

Note however that this describes a slightly more elaborated workflow involving feature-branches,
several remotes and pull-requests, all not needed here.

The next section provides some fundamental basic information that might be helpful to get started
with git.

some absolute basics about git

A git repository always holds all versions of all files in a project, i.e. after a git clone you have a
complete copy of the repository on your local computer. The files visible in your working directory
correspond to a particular version of the repository (typically the HEAD of the master branch).
So at any given time you always work on one given branch. A file tracked by git, can be in three
different states:

• (untracked): not yet known to git
• modified: file has changed locally
• staged: file has been added for next commit
• committed: file has been committed to the HEAD of the current branch

The command git status shows the current branch and the status of all files, except those are
unchanged. git diff displays the differences of changed files wrt. to the last committed version.

Committing changes to a file is thus a multistep procedure:

git add somefile1.txt # add the modified file to the staging area
git add somefile2.txt # add the modified file to the staging area
git ci -m "modified some files" # commit all staged files to the current branch

git ci -a # or all of the above in one command

All of these commands have just modified the local repository. This is one of the big advantages
of git over older versioning tools: you can work completely offline for a given time.

Only when you want to share your changes, or publish them, you need to push them to a remote
server, with

git push origin master

Here the remote is called origin and the branch to be pushed is master, more generally the
comand would be:

git push remote_name branch_name
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